The luminescence of DNA-bound [Ru( phen) 
Introduction
[Ru( phen) 2 dppz] 2+ (dppz = dipyrido[3,2-a:2′,3′-c]phenazine; phen = phenanthroline) ( Fig. 1) is the archetypal "light-switch" metal complex for recognition of DNA. 1 It is essentially nonluminescent in water but shows remarkably increased emission on binding to DNA 1,2 as well as in organic solvents 3, 4 and hydrophobic microenvironments. 5, 6 This results from differential population of two close-lying dppz-localized 3 MLCT states, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] with the non-emissive state favoured in polar and H-bonding solvents. [12] [13] [14] [15] The formation of H-bonds between water and the 9,14-nitrogens on the extended ( phenazine) portion of the dppz ring helps to stabilise the dark state which becomes dominant, resulting in non-emissive behaviour in water. Both phenazine nitrogens must be H-bonded to completely extinguish 3 MLCT luminescence. 15 As a general DNA fluorescent probe, [Ru( phen) 2 
dppz]
2+ suffers the disadvantage of having a sequence-dependent quantum yield. [16] [17] [18] The corollary is that it has potential to report on the sequence and structure of nucleic acids. In this respect, the emission of [Ru( phen) 2 
dppz] 2+
and [Ru-(bpy) 2 
dppz]
2+ with duplex DNAs has been reported for both the racemate 16 and enantiomers. 17, 18 Additionally, interactions of [Ru( phen) 2 dppz] 2+ and related compounds have been reported with single-stranded, [19] [20] [21] triplex, 22 quadruplex and i-motif 21 DNA, and with RNA duplex 16 and triplex. 23 Finally, the complex has been proposed as a probe for DNA mismatches, since luminescence of [Ru(bpy) 2 
2+ is greater when metalloinserted at an A-A mismatch than when bound to the consensus duplex. 24, 25 When bound to nucleic acids, the emission decay is multiexponential. We have previously reported the variation in lifetimes of Δ-and Λ-[Ru( phen) 2 27, 28 The model was derived from simultaneous fitting of photophysical and calorimetry data, and assigns the two lifetimes to different intercalation geometries. In one geometry, the dppz ligand is perpendicular to the base pair long axis (symmetric intercalation), and in the other it is rotated towards the base pair long axis (canted intercalation). Similar geometries were previously proposed by Barton and coworkers 16 for intercalation from the major groove, since the minor groove was considered too narrow to accommodate such binding heterogeneity. However, recent crystal structures have demonstrated differently angled intercalation geometries for intercalation from the minor groove, 29, 30 consistent with heterogeneity of intercalation observed in NMR studies. 27 The existence of two modes of binding in a single site, with different thermodynamics, has been recently reported also for the minor groove binder netropsin. 31 No previous model has successfully explained the physical basis for the variation of lifetimes and amplitudes with binding ratio and sequence. In our model, canted intercalation occurs at either end of contiguously intercalated complexes, and symmetric intercalation occurs for "sandwiched" complexes and for isolated binders (Fig. 2) .
Partitioning between the two geometries is observed to depend on L ( phen or bpy) and [Ru] shorter lifetime is assigned to symmetric intercalation (τ 1 ), where both phenazine nitrogens are exposed to the major groove. 26 However, for other systems, τ 1 could be either the shorter or longer lifetime, depending on the exposure of the nitrogens in the two geometries. 18 We previously focused our attention on binding of [Ru-( phen) 2 at room temperature in 5 mM phosphate buffer ( pH 6.9) containing 150 μM MgCl 2 . Formation of triplex was confirmed by its characteristic CD spectrum 33 and melting profile. Absorption spectra were measured with a Cary 100-Bio UV/ vis spectrometer. Emission and excitation spectra were recorded on a SPEX Fluoromax spectrofluorimeter. Emission lifetimes were determined by the frequency modulation method using a SPEX Fluorolog-tau instrument; broadband emission was detected using a high-pass filter for λ > 540 nm. For several samples, comparable results were obtained by single photon counting with detection at the maximum emission wavelength. Emission measurements were made using 10 × 4 mm or 10 × 2 mm semi-micro emission cuvettes, with excitation along the short path to minimize inner filter effects. No spectral perturbations due to aggregation of complex were observed for complex concentrations below 30 μM at low ionic strength.
Frequency modulation reports the relative fractional luminescence amplitude (f i ) for each lifetime (τ i ), which is converted to relative pre-exponential factor (α i ) by eqn (2):
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For a constant total population of excited states, the relative steady-state emission intensity is calculated as the sum of the lifetimes multiplied by their pre-exponential factors:
Experiments with polynucleotides were generally performed at low ionic strength in water to maximize electrostatic interactions of the ruthenium complexes with the nucleic acids, and to avoid aggregation of complex that might occur at high ionic strength. The standard buffer was 5 mM sodium phosphate ( pH 6.9) in HPLC-grade water. NaCl and MgCl 2 used to increase ionic strength were of molecular biology grade (Sigma). Tables S1-S4) . 18 We find no measurable effect of argon-or oxygen-saturation on the emission of [Ru( phen) 2 18 In addition, we now report that emission is sensitive to two further experimental conditions, namely temperature and ionic strength.
Results

Emission with alternating polynucleotides
Influence of ionic strength on emission
The steady-state emission of Δ-[Ru( phen) 2 At [Nu]/[Ru] = 50 in 5 mM phosphate, nearly 80% of the excited states decay with the short lifetime. This drops to ∼60% on addition of 150 mM NaCl, and to ∼40% with a further increase to 1.2 M NaCl. This behaviour accounts for the higher proportion of long lifetime species observed in our 
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calorimetry work in 150 mM NaCl 26 compared to our photophysics work in 5 mM phosphate. 18 The response to addition of MgCl 2 is similar, but the effects are observed at two orders of magnitude lower concentrations of added salt, e.g. only 2 mM Mg 2+ is required for α S to drop to ∼60%. Additionally, lifetime changes occur with increasing temperature, suggesting that increased dynamics in the DNA duplex in the pre-melting region leads to altered exposure of the intercalated dppz ligand to water. Lifetime reductions were also observed with [ poly(dG-dC)] 2 (ESI; † Table S7 ), although the pre-exponential factors with that polynucleotide were relatively invariant.
Influence of nucleic acid sequence on emission Fig. 6 and 7 show comparative emission intensities for Δ-[Ru-( phen) 2 However, this is not observed in higher salt buffer where external binding is minimized (ESI; † Fig. S1 ), and the binding site size is then confirmed to be 4-5 bases/complex as observed with other DNA sequences. Fig. 6 shows that Δ-[Ru-( phen) 2 emission on interaction with the single-stranded polynucleotides poly(dA), poly(dT) and poly(rA) (Fig. 8 ), but no enhancement was observed in the presence of any mononucleotide.
The quantum yields in all cases were too low for determination of lifetimes using frequency modulation. However, lifetimes from photon counting have been reported previously with single-stranded DNA. 19, 20 In the former study, a threshold of 6 bases/oligonucleotide was required to induce emission of the racemate, suggesting that the polynucleotides form cavities for binding of [Ru( phen) 2 dppz] 2+ which limit water accessibility. 19 In the latter study, tri-exponential decays were found for the enantiomers with poly(dA) and poly(dT) and, in contrast to the photophysics with duplexes, there was little dependence of lifetimes or pre-exponential factors on the nature of the bases or the enantiomer. This suggests that enhancement is not primarily due to stacking of the dppz ligand with bases in single strands, since poly(dA) would provide better overlap than poly-(dT). We observe similarly low levels of emission enhancement when Δ-[Ru( phen) 2 dppz] 2+ interacts with the hydrophobic polyanion polystyrenesulfonate (PSS). With this polyelectrolyte, stacking of dppz between adjacent phenyl residues is unlikely and enhanced emission probably arises from reduced water activity in the hydrophobic polyelectrolyte microenvironment, as also observed for [Ru( phen) 3 ] 2+ . 40 Thus, it appears that intercalation, or aromatic stacking, is not a prerequisite for the observation of weak [Ru( phen) 2 dppz] 2+ emission, but intercalation is necessary to produce strong emission enhancement.
Influence of major groove base modifications on emission
[Ru( phen) 2 dppz] 2+ emission was investigated with natural DNA molecules containing bases modified with substituents in the major groove (Tables 2 and 3 ). Emission with T2-(33% GC) and T4-DNA (35% GC) was compared with CT-DNA (42% GC). The cytosine bases in the DNA of T-even bacteriophages are 5-hydroxymethylated in the major groove (to give 5-hydroxymethyl cytosine, HMC) and in T4-DNA, all HMC residues are further glycosylated. In T2-DNA, up to 75% of HMC bases are glycosylated. Furthermore, in both T2-and T4-DNA, 0.5-1.5% of adenine bases are methylated at N6 in the major groove. The 5-position on cytosine lies to one side of the major groove and even bulky substituents such as glucose can be accommodated without significantly altering the B-form structure of Paper Dalton Transactions DNA. However, these substituents are know to alter the extent of DNA hydration in the major groove. 41 (Table 3 ). All lifetimes are longer, indicating substantially improved protection from water when the complexes are bound in close proximity. For either enantiomer, there is a marked similarity of the photophysics with CT-and T4-DNA under these conditions, indicating that glycosylation in the major groove does not significantly affect the binding of [Ru( phen) 2 
Discussion
Intercalative geometry dictates photophysical response in which the complex has two intercalation geometries, where their relative populations are dictated by a balance of cooperative and anti-cooperative complex-complex interactions and complex-DNA interactions. 26 The two lifetimes reflect differential exposure of the phenazine nitrogens to water for the two geometries. The short lifetime is assigned to symmetric, headon intercalation of the dppz ligand and occurs for isolated molecules and within contiguous sequences. The long lifetime is assigned to canted insertion of the dppz ligand and this geometry occurs at either end of contiguous sequences. to a decamer led to the observation that the base pairs (GG/ CC) around a canted complex have a twist of ∼25°and those around a symmetric complex (TA/TA) have a twist of ∼40°.
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When the central TA/TA base pair was changed to AT/AT, no intercalation was observed at this site, 30 although symmetric intercalation of Δ-[Ru(bpy) 2 dppz] 2+ was observed at an AT/AT site in a mismatched oligonucleotide where the bpy ligands stacked with flipped out adenines in the minor groove. 25 We surmise that the ability of base pair steps to adopt different twisting angles around an intercalated complex is an important factor in dictating the orientation of the complex, and the allosteric change we propose for canting might be related to this ability. Thus, the conformational adaptability and the flexibility of the DNA molecule, coupled with the nature of the complex, plays a critical role in modulating the relative populations of different intercalation geometries.
DNA and binding response to increasing ionic strength
the long lifetime amplitude increases substantially with increasing ionic strength, implying a shift in equilibrium from isolated symmetrically intercalated complexes toward canted duplets. DNA has two overarching responses to changes in ionic strength. First, the thermal denaturation temperature (T m ) for breaking base pair H-bonds and melting to single strands increases with increasing salt as inter-and intra-strand electrostatic repulsion is diminished. Frank-Kaminetskii and coworkers have shown that this is due to variation of the basestacking free energy change (ΔG st ), since the free energy change for base-pairing (ΔG HB ) does not change with ionic strength. 42 Second, as a consequence of attenuated electrostatic repulsion, the persistence length of DNA drops with increasing salt, [43] [44] [45] indicating increased macroscopic flexibility and susceptibility to elastic deformation. We hypothesise that the greater flexibility at higher ionic strength make DNA more amenable to allosteric changes that enhance cooperative complex-DNA interactions compared to anti-cooperative complex-complex interactions. This would produce the experimentally observed higher population of long-lived canted duplets.
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DNA and binding response to increasing temperature
With increasing temperature, the population of complexes with a long emission lifetime increases for both enantiomers with [ poly(dA-dT)] 2 , implying a shift from symmetric to canted intercalation, as observed also with increasing ionic strength. The long emission lifetime (τ L ) is more sensitive to temperature than it is to salt, in particular decreasing markedly between 13 and 22°C for both enantiomers, although τ S is relatively invariant. A decrease in τ L could reflect either a change in conformation of the intercalation site that makes the dppz nitrogens more accessible to water at high temperature, or a change in the dynamics of the major groove hydration layer, but these cannot be distinguished without structural studies. An intriguing possibility is that the complex could reside in the major groove at low temperatures, since the nmr experiment that indicates such binding for Δ-[Ru-( phen) 2 dppz] 2+ was carried out at a low temperature of 7°C, 46 whereas the nmr experiment that places the Δ-[Ru-(Me 2 phen) 2 dppz] 2+ in the minor groove was carried out at 45°C. 27 To interpret changes in pre-exponential factors, we consider the effect of temperature on the conformational variability of DNA. Rising temperature destabilizes the DNA duplex until thermal denaturation and separation of strands occurs at T m , as a result of a decrease in stacking free energy. 42 Premelting transitions occur in the 5-60°C range, where the DNA becomes more flexible and its persistence length decreases dramatically as base pair "breathing" occurs. 47, 48 This can be related to the proposal that transient sharp bends occur in sub-persistence length DNA even at room temperature, possibly at regions of base pair breathing. [49] [50] [51] This behaviour is not accounted for by the wormlike chain model for DNA but, clearly, is a significant phenomenon that become increasingly important at high temperatures. 48 An increase in DNA flexibility with temperature is similar to that observed with increasing ionic strength. Indeed, in both cases we observe a tendency towards a higher population of canted duplets as cooperative complex-DNA interactions become favoured. Since temperature and ionic strength have opposite effects on stacking free energy, 42 differences in base pair stacking are unlikely to be the main driver for the observed effects. Thus DNA flexibility and deformability must be key in controlling these observed phenomena. Recently, the binding of a Ru-dppz complex has been shown to change from intercalative at low temperature to groove binding at room temperature and above, illustrating how temperature dramatically influences dye-DNA interactions. However care must be exercised with crystal structure analyses since it has been suggested that these may overestimate the rigidity of base-pair steps, making deformable steps appear as the most rigid, e.g. AA, TA and AT. 63 Indeed, a recent study of sequence effects indicates that the persistence length of GC-rich DNA is greater than AT-rich DNA; 64 from those results, the persistence lengths of the two polynucleotides are predicted to be 42.8 nm for [ poly(dA-dT)] 2 and 50.3 nm [ poly(dG-dC)] 2 . On the other hand, the average persistence length of short random sequence DNA is reported to be relatively sequence-insensitive. 65 Contradictory conclusions about the sequence dependence of persistence length and DNA flexibility have long been debated, 43 and this area remains unclear.
Recent work suggests that use of linear dichroism has good potential for understanding the effects of ionic strength and temperature on the flexibility of different DNA sequences, and should help to understand these phenomena better in future. 66 At present, predicting the ability of DNA to adapt to small molecule binding, and correlating the conformational deformability of base-pair steps with large scale sequence specific conformational plasticity is not straightforward. Nevertheless, we consider that DNA conformational adaptability plays a critical role in determining binding geometries. We look forward to the emergence of more structural information about the binding of [Ru(L) 2 30 Thus, in [ poly(dA-dT)] 2 , symmetric intercalation with both nitrogens are exposed to the hydrated major groove is associated with the short lifetime. The relative amplitudes of long and short lifetimes reflect the proportion of complex bound with each intercalation geometry. These amplitudes are markedly affected by ionic strength and by temperature, likely as a result of changes in the flexibility and conformational plasticity of DNA when these conditions are varied. Increasing ionic strength attenuates inter-and intrastand DNA electrostatic repulsion which reduces rigidity, and a rise in temperature allows increased conformational freedom. Additionally, the lifetimes and amplitudes both depend strongly on DNA sequence and conformation, as well as on the stereochemistry of the complex. Sensitivity to so many parameters makes it difficult to interpret photophysical changes when mixed sequences, unusual sequences, or racemic mixtures are used. However, for highly defined nucleic acid systems with a single enantiomer, the luminescence of [Ru-( phen) 2 dppz] 2+ can provide a useful readout that is amenable to structural interpretation, but only if time-resolved data is examined alongside steady-state emission.
